
Once a stage for geopolitical dealmaking and host
to the 20th century’s most glamorous stars, the
now-dilapidated yacht of late Yugoslav leader

Josip Broz Tito is set for a new chapter as a museum.
“Galeb” (Seagull in Croatian) was in its heyday an icon of
Yugoslavia, carrying the charismatic communist president
on business around the globe-and counting Elizabeth
Taylor, Sophia Loren and dozens of heads of state among

its guests. After Tito’s death in 1980, his yacht declined in
tandem with his rudderless country: Galeb was left to rot
as the federation collapsed in a series of bloody wars.

Now Croatia’s northern port city of Rijeka, which
bought the boat nearly a decade ago, plans to transform
Galeb into the star feature of its stint as European Capital
of Culture in 2020. “A ship with such a history can be an
extraordinary attraction,” Rijeka’s mayor Vojko Obersnel
told AFP. The mayor has come under fire for the project in
Croatia, where Tito is much more controversial than in
other ex-Yugoslav republics. In September, the capital
Zagreb-under pressure from nationalists-stripped the late
leader’s name from a prominent square. While admirers
praise Tito’s role in defeating the Nazis and raising the

global profile of Yugoslavia, opponents slam his commu-
nist rule and personality cult.

Croatian conservatives-increasingly hardline in recent
years-are keen to downplay the legacy of Tito, which they
link to Belgrade’s domination of the former Yugoslav fed-
eration that Croatia battled to leave in the 1990s. “The
idea of the ship is not to glorify Tito non-critically,” said
Obersnel, of the centre-left Social Democrats. The aim is
rather “to talk about the history around Yugoslavia and
Croatia” and tell the tale of the boat’s “very turbulent”
past, the mayor said.

Banana boat turned warship 
Built in 1938 in Genoa, Italy, to transport bananas from

Africa, Galeb-then called “Ramb III”-was deployed in
World War II by the Italians and torpedoed by the British
in 1941. Repaired but later seized by German forces and
turned into a minelayer, the ship was sunk by Allied bomb-
ing while in Rijeka in 1944. The 117-metre (384-foot) boat
was raised from the sea and became Tito’s official yacht
after the war.

The Ship of Peace, as it was also known, first drew
global attention in 1953 when it sailed Tito up the Thames
in London to meet Winston Churchill, marking the first vis-
it of a communist head of state to Britain. Galeb also
played an important role in the Non-Aligned Movement,
founded by Tito and the leaders of India, Indonesia, Ghana
and Egypt in reaction to US and Soviet dominance during
the Cold War. “It was indeed on this ship that the most
important talks regarding that political movement were
held,” said Kristina Pavec, curator at Rijeka’s City
Museum, which is overseeing the project.

Communist chic 
Looking today at Galeb’s rusting hulk, it is hard to

imagine an era in which presidents, royalty and Hollywood
stars trod its decks. Dusty mid-century modern chairs lie
scattered around the main salon, a bucket catches drip-
ping water in one of the narrow corridors and some ceil-
ings look close to crumbling. 

Among the better preserved parts of the ship are the
cabins of Tito and his wife Jovanka. “All the furniture is
original and we will try to keep it in its original state in
order to present their life on the ship as genuinely as pos-

sible,” said Pavec. The city plans to spend 40 million kunas
(5.4 million euros, $6.4 million) of EU funds on refurbish-
ing Galeb as a floating museum, with some quarters
offered in concession for a hotel or restaurant.

Rijeka reboot 
Like the ship in its docks, Croatia’s third-largest city

has seen better days. Once a thriving industrial port,
Rijeka’s economy is now struggling-a consequence of the
1990s war of independence and badly-managed privatiza-
tion, sparking the collapse of major companies. The city is
now banking on cultural attractions and tourism to boost
its coffers, aiming to complete what the mayor calls its
“post-industrial transition” by 2020. It bought the boat at
auction after it had been seized by a Rijeka court over the
non-payment of debts by a previous owner, and had been
declared part of Croatia’s cultural heritage.

Rijeka has its own eventful story to tell, having been run
by various different states over the 20th century-from the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, to two decades of Italian rule
and subsequent Nazi occupation, the former Yugoslav
federation under a post-WWII peace treaty and finally
the Republic of Croatia.

Support 
Tito ruled the former Yugoslav federation from the end

of WWII until he died. He made Yugoslavia one of the
most prosperous communist countries, but political dissi-
dents were jailed under his regime and opponents
denounce his lavish lifestyle. But on the anniversary of his
death, thousands of his supporters still gather every year
at his birthplace in northern Croatia. The renovation of his
yacht appears to meet largely with approval among the
130,000 or so residents of “Red Rijeka”, as it is known for
being traditionally 

on the left of the country’s politics. “Thanks to Tito,
Rijeka was finally Croatian,” said Biljana Perincic, 43, a
local jewelry designer. “But the younger generation, I don’t
know if they know enough about Tito to make a proper
judgment.” — AFP
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Syrians eat falafel at the King’s Restaurant, the oldest and most famous falafel restaurant in the northern Syrian city of Raqa, on January 9, 2018 after a huge military operation led on
the ground by Kurdish fighters and in the air by US warplanes defeated jihadists from the Islamic State group but also left the city completely disfigured. — AFP photos

Raqa is still mostly a sinister ghost town of gutted
buildings and rubble-strewn streets but there is
one place teeming with activity in the Syrian city:

Ammar Qassab’s falafel shop. “We reopened almost two
weeks ago,” the 33-year-old said, as one of his employ-
ees spooned balls of yellow chickpea mixture from a bat-
tered, bullet-pierced vat and dipped them in searing oil.
“King Falafel is famous here,” Qassab said, smiling as
customers crowded his tiny shop in central Raqa. Only a
few months ago, the northern Syrian city was still the
inner sanctum of the Islamic State group’s now defunct
“caliphate”.

A huge military operation, led on the ground by
Kurdish fighters and in the air by US warplanes, defeated
the jihadists but also left the city completely disfigured.
Once home to around 300,000 people, Raqa’s neighbor-
hoods were empty when it was declared retaken in mid-
October.  Three months on, despite the lack of infrastruc-
ture and the lingering threat of unexploded mines and
bombs, a trickle of residents-a few hundred families-are
attempting to return. “I cannot say how happy it makes
me to see people return to the city and come here again,”
said Qassab. He sells around 1,200 falafel sandwiches a
day, a number he explained was the result of recent
returnees not having working kitchens to prepare their
own food. King Falafel, across from the famed Harun Al-
Rashid park, was itself a food landmark in Raqa for more
than four decades. It stayed open even after jihadists
took over the city in 2014 but had to close a year ago as
fighting to oust IS got closer.

‘Rubble two meters high’ 
For Qassab and other Raqa natives, the reopening of

the falafel shop signals a return to familiar things. The
owner and his helpers are back to dropping balls of
mashed chickpeas into a deep frier, then pressing the
crispy puck-shaped falafel into flatbread with pickles and
tahini.  And like they once did years ago, customers pull
up plastic chairs to the storefront to dig into their savory
sandwiches. “I was 10 when I came here for the first
time,” said Issa Ahmed Hassan, a white-haired man in his

fifties. “My family and I used to come for the park to
watch the people walk by,” he said. Hassan left Raqa two
years ago with the rest of the city’s Kurdish minority, and
King Falafel was one of his first stops when he returned
to his hometown. 

“A lot of people didn’t come back because of this
crisis. God willing, the situation will get better and Raqa
will be even more beautiful than before,” he said. Across
the city, life is attempting to take hold in neighborhoods
that were restricted military areas just weeks ago.
Returnees seek out the few shops that have reopened to
find basic goods, but many struggle to contain their
anger at what they see is the slow pace of reconstruc-
tion. “I came back to find my house a wreck, with rubble
two meters high,” said Abdel Sattar Al-Abid, a 39-year-
old who returned to rebuild his home in the devastated
Old City. Dozens of security forces and civilians have
been killed and wounded since October by the explo-
sion of booby-traps and roadside bombs left behind by
IS. Abid was critical of the local authorities, saying not
enough was being done to bring back water and clean
up the streets. “I risked my life and started cleaning up
without even checking for mines. We just started
because we want to live here,” he said.

‘Look at our houses’ 
Across the city, residents have similar complaints.

With infrastructure still ravaged, they are relying on
neighborhood electricity generators and water that has
been trucked in. Iman Al-Faraj, 40, returned to Raqa

almost three weeks ago to find nothing standing from her
beloved home except a single room. “Look at our houses.
They’re all destroyed. Who has the money to rebuild?”
the mother-of-eight cried out.  “From an entire house,
I’ve got nothing except one room. I fixed it and put in a
door, and now that’s where we live.”

“We pay 1,000 Syrian pounds (about $2) for a single
ampere of electricity. We can’t live in darkness,” said
Faraj. Near the Old City’s ancient Rafiqah wall,
Mohammad Omar has lined up rows of gas canisters and
plastic jugs of diesel.  “If you have money, you buy diesel.
If you don’t have money, you burn wood. If you don’t
have wood, you burn sponge mattresses or furniture,”
said Omar, 25. And just a few meters away, Ismail Omar
gazed at his ravaged home. “We’re the biggest losers in
this war. We’ve got nothing left but destruction, mines,
hunger, and poverty,” the 45-year-old said. “What’s gone
isn’t coming back.”— AFP

At beloved falafel shop, Syrians
get taste of pre-war Raqa

Syrians eat falafel outside the King’s Restaurant, the old-
est and most famous falafel restaurant in the northern
Syrian city of Raqa.

Syrians buy falafel at the King’s Restaurant, the oldest and
most famous falafel restaurant in the northern Syrian city
of Raqa.

A Syrian man prepares falafel at the King’s Restaurant, the
oldest and most famous falafel restaurant in the northern
Syrian city of Raqa.

The upper deck of “Galeb”.

The main cabin of “Galeb”, the yacht of late Yugoslav
leader Josip Broz Tito, at the port of Rijeka.

‘Galeb’, the yacht of late Yugoslav leader Josip Broz Tito, at the port of Rijeka. — AFP photos

Syrians eat falafel outside the King’s Restaurant, the old-
est and most famous falafel restaurant in the northern
Syrian city of Raqa.

Tito’s legendary, rusting yacht set for overhaul


